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“Alas! Do not fail, for this is the chance to take successful action” ?

Translating hexagram 震 (51), fiffth line for a querent (so for the sake of his “Patteerns Which Connect”) 
I faced four connective narratives, or narrative possibilities, based on a single character:

震往來厲 意 无喪 有事

1. Shock goes hither and thither. Danger. / However (but) / nothing at all is lost. Yet there are things
to be done.1 [the but/however take]

2.  Thuunder goes and comes. It is threatening. / Thuere will perhaps be / no loss (of cowry shells). He 
will have employment in service.2 [the perhaps/may be take]

3. Quaake comes, so both to set forth and to come back mean danger. / Alas / do not fail, for this is the 
chance to take successful action.3 [the alas take]

4. Thuunder goes and comes so dangerously; there is no loss, there is service.4 [the omitteed take]

Thue ‘however’ take is clean, nearby perfect, corroborated by grand master Karlgren in his ‘Glosses to 
the Book of Odes’5

Thuere is A /however/ yet there is B. And B is not opposed to A but@not the story I want to tell to my 
querent.

Thue ‘perhaps/may be’ take, is a pure grammatical vision. But the querent will kill me if I’ll add any 
doubt to his dubt. Thuere is A /may be/ yet there is B@really, I don’t want this story from turtles and 
spirits.

Thue omitteed take, comes now fifrst, cause the previous is clearly my preferred.
Prof. Shaughnessy here, makes a great juxtaposition.
Thuere is A; there is B. 
Normally I tend to prefer juxtapositions. Thuey are creatives and full of possibilities.
But the querent here, as I wrote above, have a problem with uncertainty. Too much art is too much risk.

Thue ‘Alas’ take, makes me laugh. I imagine Confucius trying to fifgure out from his improbable English 
(as mine, for sure) Alas!. 
I see him coming and going on the flooor@Alas! Alas! all the day, grinning and chuckling on his steps.
I love grinning intersections. I love the journey from 意 to 抑, to explicate the ‘Alas’ take. 
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Thuen, coming and going he stops, abruptly, as me, after Ricci6 gloss on 意:

“La signififcation, le sens des hexagrams du Livre de Mutations; l’idée manifestée par leur fifgure [象] est
exprimée par les mots [言], selon Wang Bi”.

Thue meaning of the hexagrams of the Book of Changes; the idea manifested by their image [象] is 
expressed by the words [言], according to Wang Bi.

Dobson7 ennobles this bridge, here represented by 意, defifning it as ‘conjunction of disjunctive 
sequence’.
Me, as commoner, I intend ‘or’, betteer if interpreted: 
Thuere is A (an image) / (to be read as) OR / B (words), and viceversa:

Thuunder goes and comes. It is threathening. / OR (in your Patteerns Which Connect)/  Thuere is no loss,
so, act so as to@

Thunder goes and comes. It is threathening. Thuis is the image of ‘there is no loss, there is service’.

Let’s go?
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